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Duality for Frames in Krein Spaces
J. I. Giribet, A. Maestripieri, and F. Mart´ınez Per´ıa ∗
Abstract
A J-frame for a Krein space H is in particular a frame for H (in the Hilbert space sense). But it is
also compatible with the indefinite inner-product of H, meaning that it determines a pair of maximal
uniformly definite subspaces, an analogue to the maximal dual pair associated to an orthonormal
basis in a Krein space. This work is devoted to study duality for J-frames in Krein spaces. Also,
tight and Parseval J-frames are defined and characterized.
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1 Introduction
Filtering, prediction and smoothing are fundamental problems in signal processing. The Krein space
approach has attracted increasing attention from researchers in that field, mainly because its robustness.
Based on the Krein space estimation theory developed in [22], several applications have been described in
detail, including H∞ filtering, quadratic game theory, finite-memory adaptive filtering, risk-sensitive con-
trol and estimation problems. Moreover, Krein space based filtering, prediction and smoothing techniques
have been well developed in the last years, see [28] and the references therein.
Frame theory is a key tool in signal and image processing, data compression and sampling theory,
among other applications in engineering, applied mathematics and computer sciences. The major advan-
tage of a frame over an orthonormal, orthogonal or Riesz basis is its redundancy: each vector admits
several different reconstructions in terms of the frame coefficients. For instance, frames have shown to
be useful in signal processing applications when noisy channels are involved, because a frame allows
to reconstruct vectors (signals) even if some of the frame coefficients are missing (or corrupted), see
[7, 29, 23].
A frame for a Hilbert space (H, 〈 , 〉) is a family F = {fi}i∈I in H for which there exist positive
constants 0 < α ≤ β such that
α ‖f‖2 ≤
∑
i∈I
| 〈 f, fi 〉 |2 ≤ β ‖f‖2,
for every f ∈ H. Every frame F for H has associated a (bounded) positive invertible operator S : H → H
(the so-called frame operator), which allows to reconstruct each f ∈ H with the following sampling-
reconstruction scheme: if gi := S
−1fi then
f =
∑
i∈I
〈 f, fi 〉 gi =
∑
i∈I
〈 f, gi 〉 fi. (1.1)
The family {S−1fi}i∈I is also a frame for H, and it is called the canonical dual frame of F . Given
a frame F = {fi}i∈I for H, in general there are infinitely many frames G = {gi}i∈I for H which are
“duals” for F , in the sense that F and G satisfies (1.1). Each of these duals frames gives an alternative
sampling-reconstruction scheme.
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A frame F = {fi}i∈I is called a Parseval frame if it is self-dual. Thus, the associated frame operator
is the identity, and the signals f ∈ H can be decomposed as:
f =
∑
i∈I
〈 f, fi 〉 fi.
In this case, no computation is needed to calculate the dual frame, a desirable property for several
applications, see [15]. Another useful property of sampling with Parseval frames is that the energy of the
samples is the same as the energy of the original signal.
Recently, there were different attempts to introduce frame theory on Krein spaces; see [16, 18, 27].
Along this work, we use the notion of J-frame proposed in [18] which was motivated by a signal pro-
cessing problem, where signals with the same energy at high and low band frequencies are considered
disturbances, see the discussion in [18, Sec. 3]. With the proper Krein space structure, the disturbances
are embedded into the set of neutral vectors, and signals can be classified into signals with predom-
inantly high-frequencies (which are positive vectors in the sense of Krein spaces) and predominantly
low-frequencies (negative vectors in the sense of Krein spaces).
A J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for a Krein space (H, [ , ]) is a family of non-neutral vectors such that the
subfamily F+ = {fi}i∈I+ of positive vectors generates a maximal uniformly positive subspaceM+ of H,
that is, they generate a (maximal) subspace which is itself a Hilbert space with the inner-product [ , ].
Moreover, the correlation between the signals inM+ and the disturbances (neutral vectors) is uniformly
bounded, see [18, Sec. 3.2]. Analogously, the subfamily F− = {fi}i∈I− of negative vectors generate a
maximal uniformly negative subspace M− of H, i.e. an anti-Hilbert space with the inner-product [ , ].
Also, the J-frame F allows to decompose every signal f ∈ H as f = f+ + f−, where f± ∈ M±, and F±
is a frame for the Hilbert space (M±,± [ , ]).
The J-frame operator S : H → H associated to a J-frame F is an invertible selfadjoint operator in
the Krein space sense. It determines the following sampling-reconstruction scheme for F : given f ∈ H,
it can be represented as
f =
∑
i∈I
σi [ f, fi ]S
−1fi =
∑
i∈I
σi
[
f, S−1fi
]
fi,
where σi = sgn [ fi, fi ].
In this work the duality for J-frames is studied. Given a J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for H, a family
G = {gi}i∈I in H is a dual family for F if sgn [ gi, gi ] = sgn [ fi, fi ] = σi and
f =
∑
i∈I
σi [ f, fi ] gi =
∑
i∈I
σi [ f, gi ] fi, (1.2)
for every f ∈ H. There are infinitely many dual families for a given J-frame, and most of them are frames
(in the Hilbert space sense) but not J-frames. However, if S is the J-frame operator associated to F , the
family F ′ = {S−1fi}i∈I is a dual family for F which is also a J-frame for H.
Resuming the example proposed above, assume that G = {gi}i∈I is a dual family for F . It can
be shown that if the subspace N+ spanned by the predominantly high-frequency signals in G does not
intersect the subspace N− spanned by the predominantly low-frequency signals in G (plus some condition
related with the redundancy of G) then G is also a J-frame forH. In this case, the sampling-reconstruction
scheme reconstructs the positive vectors in M[⊥]− in terms of the positive vectors in G, and the negative
vectors in M[⊥]+ in terms of the negative vectors in G.
Also, Parseval J-frames are considered as those J-frames which are self-dual in the sense of (1.2).
In this case, the sampling-reconstruction scheme resembles the decomposition formula provided by an
orthonormal basis in a Krein space, see [4, Ch. 1, §10].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the notation used along this work and some
previously known results, both in frame theory for Hilbert spaces and also on the basic geometry of Krein
spaces.
The definition and basic characterizations of J-frames are recalled in Section 3. The first paragraphs
consists of an exposition on concepts and notations related with J-frames, as the associated decomposition
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of the coefficients space ℓ2(I), its synthesis and J-frame operators, etc. However, some of the material in
this section is original, for instance, the contents of Subsection 3.1.
Section 4 is devoted to define and characterize dual families for a given J-frame. In particular, if F
is a J-frame for a Krein space H and G is a dual family for F , necessary and sufficient conditions are
presented in order to determine if G is also a J-frame for H.
Finally, tight and Parseval J-frames are studied in Section 5. For a J-frame F for a Krein space H,
a canonical Parseval J-frame P is constructed using the square-root of the J-frame operator S, see [17,
Thm. 6.1]. Also, Parseval J-frames for a Krein space H are characterized as projections of J-orthonormal
bases of a larger Krein space K, using J-selfadjoint projections. This is a version of Naimark’s Theorem
for Parseval J-frames in Krein spaces.
2 Preliminaries
If H and K are Hilbert spaces, L(H,K) denotes the vector space of bounded linear operators from H into
K, and L(H) denotes the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators acting on H.
Given two closed subspaces M and N of H, hereafter M∔N denotes their direct sum. In case that
H = M ∔ N , then PM//N denotes the (unique) projection with range M and nullspace N . On the
other hand, if N⊥M then M⊕N denotes their orthogonal direct sum. In particular, if N =M⊥ then
PM = PM//M⊥ denotes the orthogonal projection onto M.
2.1 Frames for Hilbert spaces
The following is the standard notation and some basic results on frames for Hilbert spaces, see [15, 12,
10, 13, 20].
A frame for a Hilbert space H is a family of vectors F = {fi}i∈I ⊂ H for which there exist constants
0 < α ≤ β <∞ such that
α ‖f‖2 ≤
∑
i∈I
|〈f, fi〉|2 ≤ β ‖f‖2 , (2.1)
for every f ∈ H. The optimal constants (maximal for α and minimal for β) are known, respectively, as
the lower and upper frame bounds.
If a family of vectors F = {fi}i∈I satisfies the upper bound condition in (2.1), then F is a Bessel
family. For a Bessel family F = {fi}i∈I , the synthesis operator T ∈ L(ℓ2(I),H) is defined by
Tx =
∑
i∈I
〈x, ei 〉 fi, x ∈ ℓ2(I), (2.2)
where {ei}i∈I is the standard basis of ℓ2(I). A Bessel family F is a frame for H if and only if T is
surjective. In this case, the positive invertible operator S = TT ∗ ∈ L(H) is called the frame operator. It
can be easily verified that
Sf =
∑
i∈I
〈 f, fi 〉 fi, f ∈ H. (2.3)
This implies that the frame bounds can be computed as: α = ‖S−1‖−1 and β = ‖S‖.
A Bessel family G = {gi}i∈I is a dual for F if, for every f ∈ H,
f =
∑
i∈I
〈 f, fi 〉 gi =
∑
i∈I
〈 f, gi 〉 fi. (2.4)
Observe that if G is a dual family for F then it is automatically a frame for H, because the above equation
says that its synthesis operator is also surjective.
From (2.3), it is also easy to obtain the canonical reconstruction formula for the vectors in H:
f =
∑
i∈I
〈
f, S−1fi
〉
fi =
∑
i∈I
〈 f, fi 〉S−1fi, (2.5)
for every f ∈ H. The family {S−1fi}i∈I is called the canonical dual frame of F . Observe that the
canonical dual frame is similar to the original frame F in the following sense:
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Definition 2.1. Given two frames F = {fi}i∈I and G = {gi}i∈I for a Hilbert space H, they are similar
if there exists a invertible operator V ∈ L(H) such that V fi = gi for i ∈ I.
2.2 Krein spaces
In what follows we present the standard notation and some basic results on Krein spaces. For a complete
exposition on the subject (and the proofs of the results below) see [8, 4, 1, 14].
A vector space H with a hermitian sesquilinear form [ , ] is called a Krein space if there exists a
so-called fundamental decomposition
H = H+[∔]H−, (2.6)
which is the direct (and orthogonal with respect to [ , ]) sum of two Hilbert spaces (H+, [ , ]) and
(H−,− [ , ]). These two Hilbert spaces induce in a natural way a Hilbert space inner product 〈 , 〉 and,
hence, a Hilbert space topology on H. Observe that the indefinite inner-product [ , ] and the Hilbert
space inner product 〈 , 〉 of H are related by means of a fundamental symmetry, i.e. a unitary self-adjoint
operator J ∈ L(H) which satisfies
〈x, y〉 = [Jx, y], for x, y ∈ H.
Although the fundamental decomposition is not unique, the norms induced by different fundamental
decompositions turn out to be equivalent. Therefore, the (Hilbert space) topology in H does not depend
on the chosen fundamental decomposition.
A vector x ∈ H is J-positive if [x, x ] > 0. A subspace S of H is J-positive if every x ∈ S, x 6= 0, is
a J-positive vector. J-nonnegative, J-neutral, J-negative and J-nonpositive vectors (and subspaces) are
defined analogously. A subspace S of H is said to be uniformly J-positive if there exists α > 0 such that
[x, x ] ≥ α‖x‖2, for every x ∈ S,
where ‖ ‖ stands for the norm of the associated Hilbert space (H, 〈 , 〉). Uniformly J-negative subspaces
are defined analogously.
Given a subspace S of a Krein space H, the J-orthogonal companion to S is defined by
S [⊥] = {x ∈ H : [x, s ] = 0 for every s ∈ S}.
A (closed) subspace S of H is regular if
H = S ∔ S [⊥].
Equivalently, S is regular if and only if there exists a (unique) J-selfadjoint projection E onto S, see
e.g. [4, Ch.1, Thm. 7.16]. In particular, every closed uniformly J-definite subspace S of H is a regular
subspace of H.
If H and K are Krein spaces and T ∈ L(H,K), the adjoint operator of T in the sense of Krein spaces
(shortly, the J-adjoint of T ) is the unique operator T+ ∈ L(K,H) satisfying
[Tx, y] = [x, T+y], for every x ∈ H, y ∈ K.
An operator T ∈ L(H) is selfadjoint in the sense of Krein spaces (shortly, J-selfadjoint) if T = T+,
and it is positive in the sense of Krein spaces (shortly, J-positive) if
[Tx, x ] ≥ 0, for every x ∈ H.
If (H, [ , ]) is a Krein space, the cone of J-positive operators acting on H induces a natural order in the
real vector space of J-selfadjoint operators: if A and B are J-selfadjoint operators, A ≤J B if B − A is
a J-positive operator. In particular, 0 ≤J B means that B is J-positive.
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3 J-frames: Definition and basic facts
Recently, there were various attempts to introduce frame theory on Krein spaces; see [16, 18, 27]. In the
following we recall the notion of J-frame introduced in [18]. Some particular classes of J-frames where
also considered in [25].
Let (H, [ , ]) be a Krein space. Given a Bessel family F = {fi}i∈I in H, set I+ = {i ∈ I : [ fi, fi ] ≥ 0}
and I− = {i ∈ I : [ fi, fi ] < 0}. Then, consider the orthogonal decomposition of ℓ2(I) induced by the
partition of I:
ℓ2(I) = ℓ2(I+)⊕ ℓ2(I−), (3.1)
and denote P± the orthogonal projection onto ℓ2(I±), respectively. Also, if T : ℓ2(I)→ H is the synthesis
operator of F , set T± = TP±, i.e.
T±x =
∑
i∈I±
〈x, ei 〉 fi, x ∈ ℓ2(I), (3.2)
where {ei}i∈I stands for the standard basis of ℓ2(I). The ranges of T+ and T− are the main ingredient
in the following definition of frames for Krein spaces. So, if
M± := span{fi : i ∈ I±}, (3.3)
it is important to recall that span{fi : i ∈ I±} ⊆ R(T±) ⊆M± and R(T ) = R(T+) +R(T−).
Definition 3.1. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a Bessel family in a Krein space H and T± be as in (3.2). Then, F is
a J-frame for H if R(T+) is a maximal uniformly J-positive subspace and R(T−) is a maximal uniformly
J-negative subspace of H.
If F is a J-frame for H then R(T±) =M± and,
R(T ) = R(T+)∔R(T−) =M+ ∔M− = H, (3.4)
where the last equality follows from [4, Ch. 1, Corollary 5.2]. Thus, F is also a frame for the Hilbert space
(H, 〈 , 〉). Also, if F± := {fi}i∈I± it is easy to see that F± is a frame for the Hilbert space (M±,± [ , ]).
The following is a characterization of a J-frame in terms of frame inequalities, see [18, Theorem 3.9]:
Theorem 3.2. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a frame for H. Then, F is a J-frame if and only if M± (defined as
in (3.3)) are non-degenerated subspaces of H and there exist constants 0 < α± ≤ β± such that
α±(± [ f, f ]) ≤
∑
i∈I±
| [ f, fi ] |2 ≤ β±(± [ f, f ]), (3.5)
for every f ∈M±.
If F = {fi}i∈I is a J-frame for H, consider the projection
Q := PM+//M− . (3.6)
It is immediate that the synthesis operator T intertwines the projections Q and P+, i.e.
QT = TP+. (3.7)
Equivalently, (I −Q)T = TP−.
From now on, given a J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for H, endow the coefficient space ℓ2(I) with the following
indefinite inner-product:
[x, y ]2 :=
∑
i∈I+
xiyi −
∑
i∈I−
xiyi, (3.8)
where x = (xi)i∈I , y = (yi)i∈I ∈ ℓ2(I). Then, (ℓ2(I), [ , ]2) is a Krein space and (3.1) is a fundamental
decomposition of ℓ2(I).
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Observe that J2 := P+ − P− is the fundamental symmetry that relates the indefinite inner-product
defined in (3.8) and the standard inner-product of ℓ2(I).
The nullspaceN(T ) of the synthesis operator T of a frame F forH provides relevant information about
the frame itself. Indeed, the cardinal number dimN(T ) is called the excess of the frame. It measures
the amount of vectors that can be removed from the original frame F without loosing the condition of
being a frame for H, see [3, 6, 24]. In the case of a J-frame F for a Krein space H, the nullspace of the
synthesis operator is a regular subspace of ℓ2(I) which admits a natural decomposition in terms of (3.1).
Lemma 3.3. If F = {fi}i∈I is a J-frame for H with synthesis operator T : ℓ2(I)→ H then
P+PN(T ) = PN(T )P+ and P+PN(T )[⊥] = PN(T )[⊥]P+,
where PN(T ) and PN(T )[⊥] stand for the orthogonal projections onto N(T ) and N(T )
[⊥], respectively.
In particular, N(T ) is a regular subspace of ℓ2(I) and the following decompositions hold:
N(T ) = N(T ) ∩ ℓ2(I+) [∔] N(T ) ∩ ℓ2(I−);
N(T )[⊥] = N(T )[⊥] ∩ ℓ2(I+) [∔] N(T )[⊥] ∩ ℓ2(I−).
Proof. Observe that Tx = 0 if and only if T+x = T−x = 0 because R(T+)∩R(T−) = {0}. Thus, x ∈ N(T )
if and only if P+x ∈ N(T ) ∩ ℓ2(I+) (and P−x ∈ N(T ) ∩ ℓ2(I−)). Hence, (I − PN(T ))P+PN(T ) = 0, and
PN(T )P+ = (P+PN(T ))
∗ = (PN(T )P+PN(T ))∗ = PN(T )P+PN(T ) = P+PN(T ).
Then, PN(T )P+ = Pℓ2(I+)∩N(T ) and PN(T )P− = Pℓ2(I−)∩N(T ). So, the decomposition
N(T ) = N(T ) ∩ ℓ2(I+) [∔] N(T ) ∩ ℓ2(I−)
follows. In particular, it shows that N(T ) is a regular subspace of ℓ2(I).
Furthermore, since PN(T )[⊥] = J2(I − PN(T ))J2 and P+ commutes with J2 and with PN(T ), it follows
that P+PN(T )[⊥] = PN(T )[⊥]P+ and
N(T )[⊥] = N(T )[⊥] ∩ ℓ2(I+) [∔] N(T )[⊥] ∩ ℓ2(I−).
So, the proof is completed.
Let F = {fi}i∈I be a J-frame for H. If T : ℓ2(I)→ H is the synthesis operator of F , its J-adjoint is
given by
T+f =
∑
i∈I
σi [ f, fi ] ei, f ∈ H, (3.9)
where σi = sgn [ fi, fi ] for i ∈ I.
Definition 3.4. Given a J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for H, its J-frame operator S : H → H is defined by
Sf := TT+f =
∑
i∈I
σi [ f, fi ] fi, f ∈ H. (3.10)
It is easy to see that S is an invertible J-selfadjoint operator in the Krein space H. It provides an
indefinite reconstruction formula for the vectors in H in terms of F : if σi = sgn [ fi, fi ] then,
f =
∑
i∈I
σi
[
f, S−1fi
]
fi =
∑
i∈I
σi [ f, fi ]S
−1fi, (3.11)
for every f ∈ H. In [18, Proposition 5.4] it was shown that the family F ′ = {S−1fi}i∈I is also a J-frame
for H. Moreover,
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Proposition 3.5. If F = {fi}i∈I is a J-frame for H with J-frame operator S, then F ′ = {S−1fi}i∈I is
a J-frame for H too. Also, for every i ∈ I
sgn(
[
S−1fi, S−1fi
]
) = sgn([ fi, fi ]),
the J-frame operator of F ′ is S−1 and, if M± are given by (3.3) then
span{S−1fi : i ∈ I±} =M[⊥]∓ . (3.12)
The J-frame operator S also interacts in a particular manner with the projection Q = PM+//M− :
QS = SQ+. (3.13)
Due to the invertibility of S, it also holds that
S−1Q = Q+S−1.
Given a J-frame F for H with synthesis operator T , (3.13) allows to represent the J-selfadjoint projection
onto N(T )[⊥] in terms of T .
Lemma 3.6. If F = {fi}i∈I is a J-frame for H with synthesis operator T : ℓ2(I) → H then E =
T+(TT+)−1T is the J-selfadjoint projection onto N(T )[⊥]. Moreover, EP± = P±E.
Proof. Assume that F is a J-frame for H with J-frame operator S = TT+. The identity (S−1T )T+ =
S−1S = I implies that E := T+S−1T is a projection. Also, it is immediate that E is J-selfadjoint and
R(E) = R(T+) = N(T )[⊥] because T is surjective. Hence, E is the J-selfadjoint projection onto N(T )[⊥].
Moreover, by (3.7), QT = TP+ and
EP+ = T
+S−1TP+ = T+S−1QT = T+Q+S−1T = P+T+S−1T = P+E.
Then, EP+ is the J-selfadjoint projection onto ℓ2(I+)∩N(T )[⊥], see [21, Prop. 4] (or [2, Lemma 2.2]).
3.1 J-positive operators associated to J-frame operators
Given a J-frame F for H, the operator S± : H → H defined by
S±f :=
∑
i∈I±
[ f, fi ] fi, f ∈ H, (3.14)
is a positive operator in H because
[S±f, f ] =
∑
i∈I±
| [ f, fi ] |2, (3.15)
for every f ∈ H. Thus, the J-frame operator S = S+ − S− is the difference of two J-positive operators.
By (3.13), it follows that S+ = QS = SQ
+ and S− = −(I−Q)S = −S(I−Q)+. Therefore, R(S±) =M±
and
S(M[⊥]− ) =M+ and S(M[⊥]+ ) =M−. (3.16)
The following theorem shows that S+ is the smallest J-selfadjoint operator above S (according to
≤J) whose range is contained in M+, and −S− is the biggest J-selfadjoint operator below S (according
to ≤J) whose range is contained in M−.
Theorem 3.7. Let S : H → H be the J-frame operator associated to a J-frame F = {fi}i∈I . If S± and
M± are given by (3.14) and (3.3), respectively, then
S+ = min≤J
{X = X+ : S ≤J X, R(X) ⊆M+};
−S− = max≤J {Y = Y
+ : Y ≤J S, R(Y ) ⊆M−}.
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Proof. Observe that P+ is a J2-expansive projection (i.e. I ≤J2 P+) because it is J2-selfadjoint and its
nullspace is uniformly J2-negative. Also, P− is a J2-contractive projection (i.e. P− ≤J2 I) because it is
J2-selfadjoint and its nullspace is uniformly J2-positive, see [21, Prop. 5].
First, note that if
X := {X = X+ : S ≤J X, R(X) ⊆M+}
then S+ ∈ X. Indeed, R(S+) =M+ and, since P+ is J-expansive, it follows that S = TT+ ≤J TP+T+ =
S+. If X ∈ X then S ≤J X and R(X) ⊆M+. So, M[⊥]+ ⊆ R(X)[⊥] = N(X) and, if Q = PM+//M− ,
0 ≤J Q(X − S)Q+ = QXQ+ −QSQ+ = X − S+.
Thus, S+ = min≤J X.
On the other hand, if
Y := {Y = Y + : Y ≤J S, R(X) ⊆M−},
then −S− ∈ Y. Indeed, R(S−) =M− and, since P− is J2-contractive, it follows that −S− = TP−T+ ≤J
TT+ = S. If Y ∈ Y then Y ≤J S and R(Y ) ⊆M−. So, M[⊥]− ⊆ N(Y ) and
0 ≤J (I −Q)(S − Y )(I −Q)+ = −S− − Y.
i.e. −S− = max≤J Y.
Finally, the class of J-frame operators can be characterized in the following way, see [18, Proposi-
tion 5.7].
Theorem 3.8. A bounded invertible J-selfadjoint operator S in a Krein space H is a J-frame operator
if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) there exists a maximal uniformly J-positive subspace L+ of H such that S(L+) is also maximal
uniformly J-positive;
(ii) [Sf, f ] ≥ 0 for every f ∈ L+;
(iii) [Sg, g ] ≤ 0 for every g ∈ (S(L+))[⊥].
Note that, if F = {fi}i∈I is a J-frame for H with J-frame operator S and M± are given by (3.3),
thenM[⊥]− is a maximal uniformly positive subspace satisfying the conditions (i)–(iii) in Theorem 3.8. In
fact, (i) follows from (3.16). On the other hand, since N(S−) = R(S−)[⊥] =M[⊥]− , for f ∈M[⊥]− we have
that
[Sf, f ] = [S+f, f ] =
∑
i∈I+
| [ f, fi ] |2 ≥ 0,
see (3.15). Analogously, S
(M[⊥]− )[⊥] =M[⊥]+ = N(S+) and if g ∈ M[⊥]+ then
[Sg, g ] = [−S−g, g ] = −
∑
i∈I−
| [ g, fi ] |2 ≤ 0.
Thus, we have also shown conditions (ii) and (iii).
Remark 3.9. Given a J-frame F for H, consider the operator S± given in (3.15). Since S± is J-positive
then, for f ∈M[⊥]∓ ,
[S±f, f ] = 0 ⇔ S±f = 0.
Therefore, [Sf, f ] > 0 for every f ∈ M[⊥]− \ {0} and [Sf, f ] < 0 for every f ∈M[⊥]+ \ {0}.
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4 Dual families of J-frames
Definition 4.1. Given a J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for H, a Bessel family G = {gi}i∈I is a dual family for F
if σi := sgn [ fi, fi ] = sgn [ gi, gi ] for every i ∈ I and
f =
∑
i∈I
σi [ f, fi ] gi =
∑
i∈I
σi [ f, gi ] fi, (4.1)
for every f ∈ H.
Every J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for a Krein spaceH admits dual families, e.g. (3.11) shows that {S−1fi}i∈I
is a dual family for F .
Assume that F is a J-frame for H and M± are given by (3.3). If G = {gi}i∈I is a dual family for F
and N± := span{gi : i ∈ I±}, it follows from (4.1) that
M[⊥]± ⊆ N∓, or equivalently, N [⊥]∓ ⊆M±.
Therefore, N+ (resp. N−) is a regular subspace of H, because it contains a maximal uniformly J-positive
(res. J-negative) subspace of H, see [4, Ch. 1, Ex. 2 to §7]. Hence, there exists a uniformly J-positive
(res. J-negative) subspace T± of H such that
N± =M[⊥]∓ [∔]T∓.
Then, G is a frame for H because H =M[⊥]+ ∔M[⊥]− ⊆ N− +N+ = span{gi}i∈I , but it is not necessarily
a J-frame since T± need not to be trivial.
Example 4.2. Given the standard basis {e1, e2, e3} of C3, consider the indefinite inner-product
[x, y ] = x1y1 + x2y2 − x3y3,
where x = (x1, x2, x3), y = (y1, y2, y3) ∈ C3. It is easy to see that F = {f1 = e1, f2 = e2, f3 = e3, f4 =
e1, f5 = e2, f6 = e3} is a J-frame for C3 with M+ = span{e1, e2} and M− = span{e3}.
Also, it is immediate that the Bessel family G = {g1, . . . , g6} composed by the vectors
g1 = (
1
2 ,
1
2 ,− 12 ), g2 = (1, 12 ,−1), g3 = (0, 0, 12 ),
g4 = (
1
2 ,− 12 , 12 ), g5 = (−1, 12 , 1), g6 = (0, 0, 12 ),
is a dual family for F . But note that N+ = span{g1, g2, g3, g4} = C3 because e1 = g1 + g4, e2 = g2 + g5
and e3 =
1
2g5 − 12g2 + g1 + g4. Therefore, G is not a J-frame for C3.
By Proposition 3.5, the dual family {S−1fi}i∈I is a J-frame for H (and it is similar to F). The next
result gives a characterization of those dual families of a J-frame which are themselves J-frames.
Theorem 4.3. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a J-frame for H. Assume that G = {gi}i∈I is a dual family for F
and define N± = span{gi : i ∈ I±}. Then, G is a J-frame for H if and only if N+ ∩ N− = {0} and
N(V ) = N(V ) ∩ ℓ2(I+)⊕N(V ) ∩ ℓ2(I−),
where V : ℓ2(I)→ H is the synthesis operator of G.
Proof. Assume that G = {gi}i∈I is a J-frame for H with synthesis operator V : ℓ2(I)→ H. By definition,
R(V+) = N+ is a maximal uniformly J-positive subspace and R(V−) = N− is a maximal uniformly
J-negative subspace. Thus, N+ ∩ N− = {0}. Also, by Lemma 3.3, the desired decomposition of N(V )
follows.
Conversely, assume that G = {gi}i∈I satisfies N(V ) = N(V )∩ℓ2(I+)⊕N(V )∩ℓ2(I−) and N+∩N− =
{0}. This orthogonal decomposition of the nullspace says that the orthogonal projections PN(V ) and P+
commute. Also, it implies that N(V ) + ℓ2(I+) = N(V ) ∩ ℓ2(I−)⊕ ℓ2(I+) is a closed subspace. This last
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condition is equivalent to the closedness of R(V±) = R(V P±), see [9, 26]. Therefore, R(V±) = N±. On
the other hand, if N+ ∩ N− = {0} then
H = N+ ∔N− = (M[⊥]+ [∔]T−)∔ ((M[⊥]− [∔]T+) = (M[⊥]+ ∔M[⊥]− )∔ (T− ∔ T+)
= H ∔ (T− ∔ T+),
which implies that T− = T+ = {0}. Therefore, N± =M[⊥]∓ and G is a J-frame for H.
As a consequence of the proof of Theorem 4.3, the following is immediate.
Corollary 4.4. Given a J-frame F for H, consider M± as in (3.3). Assume that G is a dual family for
F , with synthesis operator V . Then, G is a J-frame if and only if R(V±) =M[⊥]∓ .
Assume that F = {fi}i∈I is a J-frame for H and G = {gi}i∈I is a Bessel family in H. Let Q be as in
(3.6). If T and V are the synthesis operators of F and G, respectively, they satisfy Eq. (4.1) if and only
if
TP+V
+ = T+V
+
+ = Q,
and TP−V + = T−V +− = I −Q, or equivalently, V P+T+ = Q+ and V P−T+ = I −Q+.
The following proposition describes the synthesis operators of the dual families associated to a given
J-frame.
Proposition 4.5. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a J-frame for H with synthesis operator T . Given a Bessel family
G = {gi}i∈I with synthesis operator V , G is a dual family for F if and only if V = S−1T +W where W
satisfies N(T )[⊥] ⊆ N(W ).
Proof. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a J-frame for H with synthesis operator T : ℓ2(I)→ H. By Proposition 3.5,
if S = TT+ then F ′ = {S−1fi}i∈I is a dual family for F with synthesis operator S−1T .
Hence, if G is a dual family for F with synthesis operator V : ℓ2(I)→ H, it follows that
(V − S−1T )T+ = I − I = 0.
Therefore, V = S−1T +W where W := V − S−1T satisfies N(T )[⊥] = R(T+) ⊆ N(W ).
Conversely, assume that V = S−1T +W for some W : ℓ2(I)→ H satisfying N(T )[⊥] ⊆ N(W ). Then,
it is immediate that V T+ = S−1TT+ +WT+ = I. Moreover, by (3.7) and (3.13),
V P+T
+ = S−1TP+T+ +WP+T+ = S−1QTT+ +WT+Q+ = Q+S−1S = Q+.
So, TP+V
+ = Q and TP−V + = T (I − P+)V + = I −Q, i.e. G is a dual family for F .
Let F be a J-frame with synthesis operator T . By Lemma 3.6, if E is the J-selfadjoint projection onto
N(T )[⊥] and P+ is the orthogonal projection onto ℓ2(I+), then EP+ = P+E. Therefore, F+ := EP+ and
F− := (I−E)P+ are the J-selfadjoint projections onto ℓ2(I+)∩N(T )[⊥] and ℓ2(I+)∩N(T ), respectively.
If G is a dual family for F with synthesis operator V , then
R(V+) = R(V F+ + V F−) = R(V F+) +R(V F−).
By Proposition 4.5, V = S−1T +W for some W such that WT+ = 0. Hence,
V F+ = (S
−1T +W )F+ = S−1TF+ = S−1TP+ = Q+S−1T.
On the other hand, V F− = (S−1T +W )F− = WF−. Thus,
N+ ⊇ R(V+) = R(V F+) +R(V F−) = R(Q+S−1T ) +R(WF−) =M[⊥]− +W (ℓ2(I+) ∩N(T )).
Analogously, if V− := V P− it follows that
N− ⊇ R(V−) =M[⊥]+ +W (ℓ2(I−) ∩N(T )).
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Corollary 4.6. Let F be a J-frame for H with synthesis operator T . Assume that G is a dual family
for F with synthesis operator V = S−1T +W , where W is such that WT+ = 0. If M± is given by (3.3)
then, G is a J-frame for H if and only if W (ℓ2(I±)) ⊆M[⊥]∓ .
Proof. If F is a J-frame for H with synthesis operator T , Lemma 3.6 implies that
ℓ2(I+) = ℓ2(I+) ∩N(T )[∔]ℓ2(I+) ∩N(T )[⊥].
Assume that G is a dual family for F with synthesis operator V = S−1T +W . Observe that WT+ = 0
implies that W (ℓ2(I±)) = W (ℓ2(I+) ∩N(T )).
By Corollary 4.4, G is a J-frame for H if and only if R(V±) =M[⊥]∓ , or equivalently,
W (ℓ2(I±)) = Wℓ2(I+) ∩N(T )) ⊆M[⊥]∓ .
Given a J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for H and a vector f ∈ H, the analysis of f with the canonical dual
J-frame F ′ = {S−1fi}i∈I has minimal ℓ2-norm among the families of coefficients obtained by analyzing
f with the different dual families for F .
Theorem 4.7. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a J-frame for H. If G = {gi}i∈I is a dual family for F then, given
f ∈ H, ∑
i∈I±
| [ f, S−1fi ] |2 ≤ ∑
i∈I±
| [ f, gi ] |2. (4.2)
Proof. If T : ℓ2(I) → H is the synthesis operator of F , assume that the synthesis operator of G is given
by V = S−1T +W , where W : ℓ2(I)→ H is such that N(T )[⊥] ⊆ N(W ). Observe that
V P+V
+ = (S−1T +W )P+(S−1T +W )+ = (S−1T )P+(S−1T )+ +WP+W+,
and WP+W
+ is a J-positive operator. Hence,[
V P+V
+f, f
] ≥ [ (S−1T )P+(S−1T )+f, f ] ,
for every f ∈ H. Furthermore, since V +f = ∑i∈I σi [ f, gi ] ei and (S−1T )+f = ∑i∈I σi [ f, S−1fi ] ei, it
turns out that∑
i∈I+
| [ f, S−1fi ] |2 = [P+(S−1T )+f, (S−1T )+f ] = [ (S−1T )P+(S−1T )+f, f ]
≤ [V P+V +f, f ] = [P+V +f, V +f ] = ∑
i∈I+
| [ f, gi ] |2.
Analogously, it is easy to see that V P−V + = (S−1T )P−(S−1T )+ + WP−W+, and WP−W+ is a
J-negative operator. Hence, [
V P−V +f, f
] ≤ [ (S−1T )P−(S−1T )+f, f ] ,
for every f ∈ H. Therefore,∑
i∈I−
| [ f, S−1fi ] |2 = − [P−(S−1T )+f, (S−1T )+f ] = − [ (S−1T )P+(S−1T )+f, f ]
≤ − [V P−V +f, f ] = − [P−V +f, V +f ] = ∑
i∈I−
| [ f, gi ] |2.
5 Tight J-frames and Parseval J-frames
Recently, Hossein et al. defined tight and Parseval J-frames for Krein spaces [25]. Their definitions are
given in terms of the J-frame bounds: given a J-frame F for H, they say that F is a J-tight frame for
H if there exists α± > 0 such that
α±(± [ f, f ]) =
∑
i∈I±
| [ f, fi ] |2,
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for every f ∈M±, where M± are given by (3.3). Moreover, F is a J-Parseval frame for H if in addition
α± = 1.
Also, they associate to F the real number ζ ∈ [√2, 2) given by ζ = c0(M+, C) + c0(M−, C) where
C = {g ∈ H : [ g, g ] = 0} is the cone of J-neutral vectors of H and c0(M±, C) stands for the cosine of
the angle between C and the uniformly J-definite subspace M±, see [18, Def. 3.10].
Observe that ζ =
√
2 if and only if c0(M+, C) = c0(M−, C) = 1√2 . Following the same arguments
used in the proof of Theorem 3.6 in [25], it is easy to see that c0(M±, C) = 1√2 is equivalent toM± ⊆ H±,
where H = H+[∔]H− is the fundamental decomposition that determines the definite inner-product in H.
Moreover, sinceM± is a maximal uniformly J-definite subspace, it turns out that c0(M±, C) = 1√2 if and
only if M± = H±. In particular, ζ =
√
2 implies the J-orthogonality of the subspaces, i.e. M+[⊥]M−.
Thus, the main results in [25] (Theorems 3.6 and 3.10) assume implicitly (or explicitly) the J-
orthogonality of the maximal uniformly J-definite subspaces.
Along this section, new definitions for tight and Parseval J-frames are presented. These definitions
depend on the associated J-frame operator. Then, it is shown that they imply the definitions given in
[25] and also the J-orthogonality of the subspaces M± defined in (3.3).
Definition 5.1. A J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for a Krein space H is a tight J-frame for H if its J-frame
operator coincides with αI for some α > 0, i.e. if
TT+ = αI, α > 0,
where T : ℓ2(I)→ H is the synthesis operator of F .
Proposition 5.2. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a J-frame for H. Then, F is a tight J-frame for H if and only
if F± = {fi}i∈I± is a tight frame for the Hilbert space (M±,± [ , ]), the frame bounds of F+ and F−
coincide, and M− =M[⊥]+ .
Proof. Given a J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for H, consider the J-positive operators S± = ±T±T+± .
If F = {fi}i∈I is a tight J-frame with frame bound α > 0 then S+ − S− = S = αI. Therefore,
S+ = αI + S− and S+S− = S−S+. But, if S+S− = S−S+ then R(S+S−) ⊆M+ ∩M− = {0}. So,
S+ − S− = αI and S+S− = S−S+ = 0.
Note that S−S+ = 0 impliesM+ = R(S+) ⊆ N(S−) = R(S−)[⊥] =M[⊥]− . Since bothM+ andM[⊥]− are
maximal uniformly J-definite subspaces of H, it holds that M+ =M[⊥]− .
Finally, observe that F+ = {fi}i∈I+ is a tight frame for (M+, [ , ]) because
∑
i∈I+
| [ f, fi ] |2 =
∑
i∈I
| [ f, fi ] |2 = [Sf, f ] = α [ f, f ] ,
for every f ∈M+. Analogously, F− = {fi}i∈I− is a tight frame for (M−,− [ , ]) with frame bound α.
Conversely, suppose that M− = M[⊥]+ . Then, the projection Q given in (3.6) is the J-selfadjoint
projection onto M+.
Also, assume that F± = {fi}i∈I± is a tight frame for the Hilbert space (M±,± [ , ]) and the frame
bounds of F+ and F− coincide, say both are equal to α > 0. Hence, T+T++ = αQ and T−T+− = −α(I−Q).
Therefore, TT+ = αI, i.e. F is a tight J-frame.
Definition 5.3. A J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for a Krein space H is a Parseval J-frame for H if its J-frame
operator coincides with I, i.e. if
TT+ = I,
where T : ℓ2(I)→ H is the synthesis operator of F .
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They are called Parseval J-frames because the indefinite reconstruction formula induced by these
frames is a signed Parseval’s identity, like the reconstruction formula given by an orthonormal J-basis in
a Krein space [4, Ch. 1, §10]: given a J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for H, F is a Parseval J-frame if and only if
f =
∑
i∈I
σi [ f, fi ] fi, f ∈ H,
where σi = sgn [ fi, fi ].
The following characterization of Parseval J-frames is a particular case of Proposition 5.2.
Proposition 5.4. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a J-frame for H. Then, F is a Parseval J-frame for H if and
only if F± = {fi}i∈I± is a Parseval frame for the Hilbert space (M±,± [ , ]) and M− =M[⊥]+ .
Given Krein spaces H and K, recall that a linear operator U : H → K is a J-isometry if
[Ux,Uy ]K = [x, y ]H for every x, y ∈ H.
On the other hand, U is a J-partial isometry if N(U) is a regular subspace of H and U preserves the
indefinite inner product on the subspace N(U)[⊥], or equivalently,
[Ux,Uy ]K = [Ex, y ]H for every x, y ∈ H,
where E is the J-selfadjoint projection onto N(U)[⊥]. Furthermore, if U is bounded, its J-adjoint U+ is
also a J-partial isometry.
Corollary 5.5. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a J-frame for H with synthesis operator T . Then, the following
conditions are equivalent:
1. F is a Parseval J-frame;
2. T is a J-coisometry, i.e. T+ is a J-isometry;
3. T+T is the J-selfadjoint projection onto N(T )[⊥].
5.1 The canonical Parseval J-frame associated to a J-frame
Given a frame F = {fi}i∈I for a Hilbert space H, there exists a canonical Parseval frame associated to
F . Indeed, if T : ℓ2(I) → H is synthesis operator of F then P = {(TT ∗)−1/2fi}i∈I turns out to be a
Parseval frame.
It is known that the canonical Parseval frame P is the Parseval frame which is closest to F , with
respect to the distance given by
d(F ,G) =
∑
i∈I
‖fi − gi‖2,
where F = {fi}i∈I and G = {fi}i∈I are frames for H, see [5, 11]. Moreover, F and P are similar frames
in the sense of Definition 2.1.
The aim of these paragraphs is to show that, given a J-frame F for a Krein space H, although there
are infinitely many Parseval J-frames which are similar to F , it is possible to define a “canonical” Parseval
J-frame associated to F .
Given a J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for a Krein space H, consider its J-frame operator S. In [17, Thm.
5.1] it was proved that the spectrum of S is contained in the right half-plane and, if Γ is a Jordan curve
enclosing σ(S) and contained in the right half-plane,
S1/2 :=
1
2πi
∫
Γ
z1/2(z − S)−1dz, (5.1)
defines an invertible self-adjoint square-root for S. Moreover, it is the unique (bounded) operator P
acting on H which satisfies P 2 = S and
σ(P ) ⊆ {z ∈ C : z = reit, r > 0, t ∈ (−π4 , π4 ) },
see [17, Thm. 6.1].
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Proposition 5.6. Given a J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for H with J-frame operator S, consider the subspaces
M± given by (3.3). If S1/2 is the self-adjoint square root of S defined in (5.1), let
L± := S1/2(M[⊥]∓ ).
Then, L+ is maximal uniformly J-positive, L− is maximal uniformly J-negative and
H = L+[∔]L− , (5.2)
is a fundamental decomposition of H.
Proof. If x ∈ L+, there exists a (unique) u ∈M[⊥]− such that x = S1/2u. Then, by Remark 3.9, if x 6= 0
[x, x ] =
[
S1/2u, S1/2u
]
= [Su, u ] > 0.
Thus, L+ is a J-positive subspace. Analogously, L− is a J-negative subspace and L+ ∩ L− = {0}.
Also, if x = S1/2u ∈ L+ and y = S1/2v ∈ L−, where u ∈ M[⊥]− and v ∈M[⊥]+ , then
[x, y ] =
[
S1/2u, S1/2v
]
= [Su, v ] = 0,
because Su ∈ S(M[⊥]− ) =M+ and v ∈M[⊥]+ . Therefore, L+[⊥]L−. Moreover, H =M[⊥]− ∔M[⊥]+ implies
that
H = S1/2(H) = S1/2(M[⊥]− ∔M[⊥]+ ) ⊆ L+[∔]L− .
Then, according to [4, Ch. 1, Prop. 5.6], L+ is a maximal uniformly J-positive subspace of H, L− is a
maximal uniformly J-negative subspace of H and
H = L+[∔]L− .
Theorem 5.7. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a J-frame for a Krein space H with J-frame operator S. If S1/2 is
the self-adjoint square root of S defined in (5.1), then
P = {S−1/2fi}i∈I (5.3)
is a Parseval J-frame for H which is similar to F .
Proof. If T : ℓ2(I) → H is the synthesis operator associated to F , it is easy to see that the synthesis
operator associated to P is S−1/2T . Hence, S−1/2 establishes the similarity between F and P .
Also, for each i ∈ I+ there exists a unique ui ∈M[⊥]− such that fi = Sui and,
[
S−1/2fi, S−1/2fi
]
=
[
S−1/2Sui, S−1/2Sui
]
= [Sui, ui ] > 0,
see Remark 3.9. Analogously, for each i ∈ I− there exists a unique vi ∈M[⊥]− such that fi = Svi and
[
S−1/2fi, S−1/2fi
]
=
[
S−1/2Svi, S−1/2Svi
]
= [Svi, vi ] < 0.
Hence, sgn
[
S−1/2fi, S−1/2fi
]
= sgn [ fi, fi ] for every i ∈ I.
Then, R(S−1/2TP±) = S−1/2(R(TP±)) = S−1/2(M±) = L± is maximal uniformly J-definite and P
is a J-frame for H. Moreover, P is a Parseval J-frame because
(S−1/2T )(S−1/2T )+ = S−1/2TT+S−1/2
= S−1/2SS−1/2 = I.
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Given a J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for H, consider the subspaces M± given by (3.3). Theorem 5.7
establishes that the J-positive vectors P+ = {S−1/2fi}i∈I+ in the Parseval J-frame P generate the
maximal uniformly J-positive subspace L+, and the J-negative vectors P− = {S−1/2fi}i∈I− in P generate
the maximal uniformly J-negative subspace L− = L[⊥]+ .
If U ∈ L(H) is a J-unitary operator mapping L+ onto the J-positive subspace H+ of a fundamental
decomposition H = H+[∔]H−, it is easy to see that G = {US−1/2fi}i∈I is also a Parseval J-frame for H.
Moreover, the J-positive vectors G+ = {US−1/2fi}i∈I+ in G generate the maximal uniformly J-positive
subspace U(L+) = H+, and the J-negative vectors G− = {US−1/2fi}i∈I− in G generate the maximal
uniformly J-negative subspace U(L−) = H−. Therefore,
Proposition 5.8. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a J-frame for a Krein space H and consider a fixed fundamental
decomposition H = H+[∔]H−. Then, there exists a Parseval J-frame Q = {qi}i∈I for H which is similar
to F and satisfies
H+ = span{qi : [ qi, qi ] > 0}.
5.2 Every Parseval J-frame is the projection of a J-orthonormal basis
A well known result in frame theory for Hilbert spaces is Naimark’s Theorem (see e.g. [20] or [12, Thm.
1.9]). It states that every Parseval frame is the projection of an orthonormal basis. More precisely,
F = {fi}i∈I is a Parseval frame for the Hilbert space H if and only if there exist a Hilbert space K and
an orthonormal basis {bi}i∈I of K such that H is a (closed) subspace of K and, if P ∈ L(K) denotes the
orthogonal projection onto H,
fi = Pbi, for every i ∈ I.
It also admits the following alternative statement:
Theorem. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a frame for the Hilbert space H with synthesis operator T : ℓ2(I) → H.
If {ei}i∈I denotes the standard basis of ℓ2(I), the following conditions are equivalent:
1. F = {fi}i∈I is a Parseval frame for H;
2. T ∗fi = PN(T )⊥ei for every i ∈ I.
The following is a natural generalization of the above result to Parseval J-frames.
Theorem 5.9. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a frame for a Krein space H. Then, the following conditions are
equivalent:
1. F is a Parseval J-frame for H;
2. there exist a Krein space K = K+[∔]K−, containing H as a regular subspace, and a [ , ]K-orthonormal
basis {bi}i∈I of K, such that {fi}i∈I± ⊆ K± and
fi = Ebi, for every i ∈ I, (5.4)
where E ∈ L(K) is the J-selfadjoint projection onto H.
Proof. By Proposition 5.4, if F = {fi}i∈I is a Parseval J-frame for H with synthesis operator T :
ℓ2(I) → H, then M+ and M− are J-orthogonal maximal uniformly J-definite subspaces of H, i.e.
H =M+[∔]M− is a fundamental decomposition of H.
Also, F+ = {fi}i∈I+ is a Parseval frame for the Hilbert space (M+, [ , ]). Then, by Naimark’s
Theorem, there exist a Hilbert space K+ and an orthonormal basis {bi}i∈I+ of K+ such that M+ is a
(closed) subspace of K+ and, if E+ ∈ L(K+) denotes the orthogonal projection onto M+,
fi = E+bi, for every i ∈ I+.
Analogously, there exist a Hilbert space K− and an orthonormal basis {bi}i∈I− of K− such that M− is
a (closed) subspace of K− and, if E− ∈ L(K−) denotes the orthogonal projection onto M−,
fi = E−bi, for every i ∈ I−,
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because F− = {fi}i∈I− is a Parseval frame for the Hilbert space (M−,− [ , ]).
Now, consider the Hilbert space K = K+⊕K− and the (fundamental) symmetry J ′ : K → K given by
J ′ = 2PK+//K− − I =
(
I 0
0 −I
)
.
If [ , ]K is the indefinite inner-product on K induced by J ′, then (K, [ , ]K) is a Krein space.
Observe that {fi}i∈I± ⊆ K± and H is a regular subspace of K because M± is a (closed) subspace of
K± and K+[⊥]K−. Furthermore, the J ′-selfadjoint projection onto H is given by E =
(
E+ 0
0 E−
)
.
Finally, note that B = {bi}i∈I = {bi}i∈I+ ∪ {bi}i∈I− is a J ′-orthonormal basis of K and
fi = Ebi, for every i ∈ I.
Conversely, assume that there exist a Krein space K = K+[∔]K− such that {fi}i∈I± ⊆ K±, and a
[ , ]K-orthonormal basis {bi}i∈I of K satisfying (5.4).
Then, H = R(T+)[∔]R(T−) because R(T±) ⊆ K±. It is also easy to see that R(T±) is a (closed)
uniformly J-definite subspace of H, hence it is a fundamental decomposition of H. Thus, F is a J-frame
for H.
Furthermore, if E± denotes the J ′-selfadjoint projection onto R(T±), then E = E+ + E− (cf. [21,
Prop. 4], [2, Thm. 2.3]).
It remains to show that F± is a Parseval frame for (R(T±),± [ , ]). If f ∈ R(T+) then f =∑
i∈I σi [ f, bi ] bi =
∑
i∈I+ [ f, bi ] bi and
[ f, f ] =
∑
i∈I+
| [ f, bi ] |2 =
∑
i∈I+
| [Ef, bi ] |2 =
∑
i∈I+
| [ f, fi ] |2.
Thus, F+ = {fi}i∈I+ is a Parseval frame for (R(T+), [ , ]). Analogously, it follows that F− = {fi}i∈I−
is a Parseval frame for (R(T−),− [ , ]). Then, by Proposition 5.4, F is a Parseval J-frame for H.
In the proof of Theorem 5.9, the Krein space K is constructed in such a way that K± is isometrically
isomorphic (as Hilbert spaces) to ℓ2(I±) and K is isometrically isomorphic (as Krein spaces) to ℓ2(I)
(endowed with the fundamental symmetry J2). Therefore, it can be reinterpreted in the following way:
Corollary 5.10. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a frame for a Krein space H with synthesis operator T . Then, the
following conditions are equivalent:
1. F is a Parseval J-frame for H;
2. N(T ) = N(T ) ∩ ℓ2(I+) [∔]N(T ) ∩ ℓ2(I−) and
T+fi = (I − F )ei, i ∈ I,
where F : ℓ2(I)→ ℓ2(I) is the J-selfadjoint projection onto N(T ).
Proof. If F is a Parseval J-frame with synthesis operator T , Corollary 5.5 implies that T+T = I − F .
Then, T+fi = T
+Tei = (I−F )ei for every i ∈ I. On the other hand, the decomposition for N(T ) follows
from Lemma 3.3.
Conversely, assume that N(T ) = N(T )∩ℓ2(I+) [∔]N(T )∩ℓ2(I−). Then, N(T ) is a regular subspace of
ℓ2(I) and its associated J-selfadjoint projection F satisfies T
+fi = (I −F )ei, i ∈ I. Hence, T+T = I−F
and TT+ is also a J-selfadjoint projection. Since R(TT+) = R(T ) = H, it follows that TT+ = I.
It remains to show that F is a J-frame. Note that F commutes with P+ because N(T ) = N(T ) ∩
ℓ2(I+) [∔]N(T )∩ℓ2(I−). Then, P+(I−F ) = (I−F )P+ is the J-selfadjoint projection onto R(T+)∩ℓ2(I+)
and T+T
+
+ is a J-selfadjoint projection:
(T+T
+
+ )
2 = T+(T
+
+ T+)T
+
+ = T+(T
+T )T++ = TP+(I − F )P+T+
= T (I − F )P+T+ = TP+T+ = T+T++ .
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Furthermore, I = TT+ = T+T
+
+ + T−T
+
− implies that T−T
+
− = I − T+T++ .
Finally, T+ = TP+ = T (I − F )P+ = TP+(I − F ) = T+(I − F ) gives that R(T+) = R(T+(I − F )) =
T+(R((I−F )) = T+R(T+) = R(TP+T+) = R(T+T++ ). Thus, R(T+) = R(T+T++ ) is uniformly J-positive.
Analogously, R(T−) = R(T−T+− ) is uniformly J-negative and
H = R(T+) [∔]R(T−).
So, F is a Parseval J-frame.
In the Hilbert spaces setting, the existence of a Parseval dual frame was characterized in [19, Thm. 2.2]:
Theorem. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a frame for H. Then, F admits a Parseval dual frame if and only if there
exists a Hilbert K ⊃ H, an orthonormal basis {ei}i∈I for K and an oblique projection Q ∈ L(K) onto H
such that
Qei = fi, i ∈ I.
Given a J-frame F = {fi}i∈I for H, assume that G = {gi}i∈I is a dual J-frame for F . Theorem
4.3 shows that the subspaces spanned by the J-positive (resp. J-negative) vectors of these J-frames are
strongly related:
N± =M[⊥]∓ .
If it is also assumed that G is a Parseval J-frame, then in particular N− = N [⊥]+ (cf. Proposition 5.4).
Thus, this extra assumption imposes that F generates J-orthogonal subspaces:
M[⊥]+ = N− = N [⊥]+ = (M[⊥]− )[⊥] =M−.
Then, a necessary condition for the existence of a dual Parseval J-frame for F is that M− =M[⊥]+ .
Theorem 5.11. Let F = {fi}i∈I be a J-frame for H such that [ fi, fj ] = 0 for i ∈ I+, j ∈ I−. Then,
the following statements are equivalent:
1. F has a dual family which is a Parseval J-frame;
2. there exist a Krein space K = K+[∔]K−, containing H as a regular subspace, a [ , ]K-orthonormal
basis {bi}i∈I of K and an oblique projection Q ∈ L(K) onto H such that {fi}i∈I± ⊆ K± and
fi = Qbi, for every i ∈ I.
Proof. Assume that F is a J-frame such that [ fi, fj ] = 0 for i ∈ I+, i ∈ I−. Then, F± = {fi}i∈I± is
a frame for the Hilbert space (M±,± [ , ]), where M± are given by (3.3). Also, the assumption on F
guarantees the J-orthogonality between M+ and M−.
Then, observe that F has a dual family which is a Parseval J-frame if and only if F± admits a Parseval
dual frame in the Hilbert space (M±,± [ , ]).
Moreover, by [19, Thm. 2.2], F± admits a Parseval dual frame if and only if there exists a Hilbert
K± ⊃ M±, an orthonormal basis {ei}i∈I± for K± and an oblique projection Q± ∈ L(K±) onto H such
that
Q±ei = fi, i ∈ I±.
Hence, considering the Krein space K with fundamental decomposition K = K+[∔]K−, the family
{ei}i∈I = {ei}i∈I+ ∪{ei}i∈I− is a J-orthonormal basis for K and the oblique projection Q ∈ L(K) defined
by
Qx = Q+x+ +Q−x−, if x = x+ + x−,
where x± ∈ K±, satisfies Qei = fi for every i ∈ I and R(Q) = R(Q+) +R(Q−) =M+ +M− = H.
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